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地址 SHAHE CITY MINGRUI GLASS CO., LTD 
south of tiancun, 
054100 shahe city hebei province

国家 中国（中华人民共和国）

产品/机械
Sheet glass

sheet glass is the original glass for tempered glass , reflective glass, patterned glass , insulating glass and so on. best quality and lowest price

Features:

1. Our glass have smooth surface
2. excellent optical performance
3. and stable chemical properties.
4. Resistant to acid,alkaline and corrosion

Applications
sheet glass are widely used for decorative frame, mirror, architectural windows and doors,greenhouse heating,the external walls of buildings, furniture, 
variety of different forms of deep processing.

Packing: interlayers paper between two sheets, packed in a standard wooden crates,and about 10-12 crates in a 20" container that weights 23 ton to
25 ton 
Thickness:1.5-5.0mm 
Minimum order quantity: 1 x 20" container

Payment : T/T L/C

Specification:
measurement :all kinds of specifications 

Float glass

Our float glass is pure clear and high transparent withour any impurity and any air bubble.float glass is the best glass for building glass with its
reasonable price and good quality. 
clear float glass Feattures:

1. smooth face
2. execellent optical performance
3. stable chemical properties and high mechanism
4. resistant to acid alkaline and corrosion

Tinted float glass Features:

1. can reduce transmission of the sun´s harmful rays by 80%
2. can be deep processing
3. The comprehensive range of soft natural colors compliments and harmonizes with modern building materials to provide an excitiing and different

look to new or existing building.

Applications: building glass window glass automotive glass and mirror glass

Specifications:

thickness:3.5-12mm
Color: clear F green dark green blue gray bronze and so on
maximum size:2134*3660
minimum size:1650*2200
we can also produce and process according to customer´ requirement
Packing: glass sheet are separated by interlayer paper,then packed into wooden crates
Delivery time:within 15 days afer order
MOQ: 1 container
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Payment : T/T L/C

Sample availavle and cost to be sent immediately upon receipt of your DHL,UPSor FEDEX account number. 
If you are interest in our products .pls feel free to contact us.As we are the manufacture,We will give you our best price for our mutual benefit.

If you are interest in our products .pls feel free to contact us.AS we are a manufacture ,We will give you our best price for our mutual benefit.

Pattern glass

Our company introduced the advancest technology and established two advanced rolling production lines. Our main products are different patterns of
glass. 
patterned glass is a kind of decorative flat glass with embossed patterns on one or both surfaces.With the special property of decortation , patterned
glass can fully allow the light to pass through and on the other hand,can limit or prevent clear view effectively.

Features:

1. Rich and colorful pattern designs provide unique decorative results: obscure and quiet,or sparkling and lively, or serious and elegant,or bold and
generous

2. color avaliable: clear bronze gray blue
3. tangible stereoscopic patterns will never fade
4. patterned glass can be cut ,ground, drilled, tempered ,laminated and printed according to customers´ requirements..

Applications:

shower doors and tub enclosures.
decorative furniture and light fixtures
translucent door and window treatments
other special applications ,such as foyers and vestibules.
Packing:interlays paper between two sheets,packed in a standard wooden crates,and about 10-12 crates in a 20" container that weights 23 ton
to 25 ton
Minimun Oder Quantity: 1 20" container
Payment : T/T L/C

Specification: 
measurement:1220*1830 1500*2000 2000*2500 and so on/all kinds of specifications 
patterned: thichkness available:3mm 3.5mm 4mm 5mm 5.5mm 6mm  
pattern:crossquare , mistlite, glue chip, moran, moru, morgon, flutelite, maple leaf , maple leaf, mascot, bamboo, undersea paradise, flora, flame,
chinchilla, ancient figure morgon, golden fish , pyramid, dragonlite, helix, american, rose, karatachi, chess, chillin, millenium, mastelite, wanji, idyllic,
flutelites ,showerlite, music, golden water, galaxy, dewdrop and so on.

tempered glass lids

tempered glass lid, glass cover, glass lid, glass cover round lid, toughened glass lid cooking cover cookware cover, pan lid ,
Diameter:14cm-34cm
common size:4mm-5mm
type : C-type,G-type
color:
Packing: poly bag /inner packing wrapped in paper outer packing cartons
Delivery time: within 15 days

Features:

1. high strengthen impacting
2. heat stabilization can reach 200 temperature
3. brightness on the surface
4. using float glass as material
5. hard to break,easy to use
6. with one or two holes
7. sample availavle and cost to be sent immediately upon receipt of your DHL,UPSor FEDEX account number.

If you are interest in our products .pls feel free to contact us.As we are the manufacture,We will give you our best price for our mutual benefit. 
 

Reflective glass

Reflective glass: 
The reflective glass which is coated equal more metals film layers on the glass surface by horizonal magnetic controlled high-rate sputtering,can
effectively control the transmission of visible lights and low infrared. 
advantage:
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1. Rich in a wide range of color tones and gives a striking new image to the outlooking of any building.
2. Balance the transmittance of lights and make the room comfortable.
3. Visible lights reflectance and intercepts solar energy. reducing the air-conditioning cost.

Application

It is the preferred screen glass for the external wall decoration for office building,hotels and departments. 
(Doors and windows of Building;Curtain wall of tower blocks and building; Cultural facilities and artical decorations) 
category

Sort:the transmission ranges 8%-40%,and the sunshade coefficient ranges 0.18-0.56.it can be used sepaiately. the product can also be made
into hollow glass and tempered glass.
Color: the plated glass features strong reflecting colors by applying this kind off glass as screen.
Specification
Max size:3600mmX2440mm
Min size:300mmX100mm
Thickness:3mm-12mm

Packing: interlayers paper between two sheets,packed in a standard wooden crates,and about 10-12 crates in a 20" container that weights 23 ton to
25 ton

Minimum Oder Quantity: 1 20" container

Payment : T/T L/C

acid etched glass

acid etched glass/ etched glass/ frosted glass 
clear acid etched glass is produced by acid etching the glass to form an obscure and smooth surface.this glass admits light while providing softening
and vision control.It can be used in both resedential and commercial setting, for example :doors, shower screens furniture, wall paneling. 
Features:

1. translucent,ideal for home decoration
2. made of excellent quality of clear float glass

Color:
material : float glass ,extra white glass and patterned glass. 
thichness: 2-19

glass block

glass block/glass brick is made by glass sand,soda ash etc.glass block is a new building glass decoration.

colour: clear and colourful
specification:190*190*80
thickness:80
place of origin: china
model number 190
size 190*190
fob price
port tianjin
payment : 30% in advance and the balance pay off before shippment by T/T
Minimum order quantity: 1 containers
package: 6 pcs
delivery time 15 days

product details

1. have diffenent pattens and colors.glass bricks are available in various colors such as clear blue.
2. Green environmental production:sound insultation heat insulation heat preservation details
3. can endure heavy weight strong pressure
4. Low heat conduction .fire-proof. corrosion-resistant insulator

patterns :mist clear meteor oblique line ,digonal, rain, meshy, alpha
thickness:80
max size:190*190*80
price:fob tianjin xingang
packing:pack the product in cardboard 6 pcs for each cardboard and 8400pcs for a container which volume is 336m2 in all

mirror glass

Mirror glass is produced by coating a silver film, a copper film and two layers to waterproof paint on the back of flat and parallel float glass.
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Applications Decoration and furniture
Rearview mirror for automobile
Features: Clear and exact images
The backing paint resists acid and moisture
Thickness 1.8-5mmmm
Back Color Milky white;gray;blue;green.etc
Specification MIN size:610*914
Max size:2438*3658
Payment T/T B/L L/C
Packing interlays paper between two sheets,packed in a standard wooden crates,and about 10-12 crates in a 20" container that weights 23 ton
to 25 ton
MOQ 1 container
Delivery time: within 15 days afer order

Sample availavle and cost to be sent immediately upon receipt of your DHL,UPSor FEDEX account number.  
 

 

Company Profile of SHAHE CITY MINGRUI GLASS CO., LTD

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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